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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems have a variety of stakeholders. Applying
concepts of fairness in such systems requires attention to stakehold-
ers’ complex and often-conflicting needs. Since fairness is socially
constructed, there are numerous definitions, both in the social sci-
ence and machine learning literatures. Still, it is rare for machine
learning researchers to develop their metrics in close considera-
tion of their social context. More often, standard definitions are
adopted and assumed to be applicable across contexts and stake-
holders. Our research starts with a recommendation context and
then seeks to understand the breadth of the fairness considera-
tions of associated stakeholders. In this paper, we report on the
results of a semi-structured interview study with 23 employees
who work for the Kiva microlending platform. We characterize the
many different ways in which they enact and strive toward fairness
for microlending recommendations in their own work, uncover
the ways in which these different enactments of fairness are in
tension with each other, and identify how stakeholders are differ-
entially prioritized. Finally, we reflect on the implications of this
study for future research and for the design of multistakeholder
recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of bias and fairness in algorithmic systems, generally,
and in machine learning systems, in particular, is a critical issue
for our increasingly data-centric world. Researchers have identified
social biases within data sets, algorithms, and the methodologies
used in machine learning systems of all kinds. In response, there
has been substantial development of algorithmic interventions to
enhance the fairness properties of these systems [7, 27]. However,
application of these ideas has been limited, in part because of an
overly-simplistic formulation of fairness [39] and, in part, because
the organizational structures in which fairness emerges as a require-
ment are understudied. With few exceptions [31, 37, 38], published
research in machine learning often considers only one protected
group of stakeholders around which fairness should be considered,
an unrealistic constraint for most applications. In addition, there
is a dearth of research that explores the complexity of real-world
organizational practices around fairness [33].
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As a consequence, results from fairness-aware machine learning
research often lack relevance for ML practitioners [20, 51]. This
is particularly true of systems that apply fairness to personalized
recommendations, even though these systems are critical to how
millions of individuals access news, shopping, social connections,
and employment opportunities. It is important to situate fairness
interventions in specific application contexts. To confront this gap,
we report on an interview-based study with 23 employees from
the microlending platform, Kiva, to understand how they enact a
multiplicity of different Fairness Logics—the organizing principles
and patterns of practices that guide and shape how individuals
carry out fairness in their own work. Specifically, in this study we
answer the following research questions:

• RQ1What fairness logics are present in Kiva’s sociotechnical
ecosystem of loan recommendation?Which stakeholders are
prioritized by these different logics?

• RQ2Howmight these fairness logics complement or conflict
with one another?

• RQ3 In what ways do design interventions prioritize differ-
ent fairness logics and/or different stakeholders?

Synthesizing these accounts of fairness in practice will enable
us to understand the broader landscape of fairness within the orga-
nization, particularly when there are trade-offs between different
logics of fairness that will need to be accommodated through design
[3]. We expect that this multiplicity of fairness concepts and logics
will be the norm rather than the exception in organizations seeking
to implement fairness-aware recommendations. In describing our
formative, qualitative study of fairness in this context, we hope to
provide a model for how the complexities of fairness can be studied.

Our analysis reveals that interviewees’ diverse considerations
of fairness align with four different fairness logics: consequence-
based, contract-based, character-based, and duty-based. We explore
where tensions arise between these logics. Finally, we conclude with
design implications and methodological recommendations to assist
practitioners with translating complex relationships among fairness
logics into multistakeholder recommendation system design.

1.1 Research Context: Kiva Microfunds
Kiva Microfunds is a nonprofit organization (501(c)(3)) that uses mi-
crolending to provide access to capital for individuals, especially in
the developing world, who are financially underserved or excluded.
Kiva partners with local organizations in countries across the globe
and, as of 2022, has lent $1.82 billion to 4.5 million borrowers in 79
countries. The 2.1 million lenders who have supported these loans
have seen a 96.4% repayment rate [46]. Because Kiva’s mission is
explicitly aimed at addressing global financial inequity, issues of
equity and fairness are paramount within the organization. While
the research community grapples publication-by-publication with
the complex challenges of algorithmic fairness, Kiva faces these
challenges daily. In partnering with Kiva for this research, then, we
ally ourselves with a rare breed of organization, one that openly
discusses and experiments with strategies for achieving equity and
fairness—a complex challenge for any organization, but even more
so for an organization operating within the financial constraints of
the nonprofit sector.

The key stakeholders at Kiva include the following:

• Lenders, the end-users of the Kiva.org online marketplace
who fund loan opportunities for Kiva’s borrowers and lend-
ing partner organizations;

• Lending Partners, which are typically non-governmental
organizations or microfinance institutions in borrowers’ lo-
cal communities who support the borrowers in the loan appli-
cation and repayment process. Outside of the United States,
these lending partners also serve as the point-of-contact in
all financial transactions with Kiva, helping to streamline
the complexities of international financial services for the
borrowers.

• Borrowers, the individuals and small groups who ultimately
receive loans from Kiva. Borrowers in the United States
receive loans directly from Kiva; international borrowers
receive their loans via the lending partners. Even in instances
when it is the lending partner who initially receives money
from Kiva (and technically is the stakeholder borrowing the
money), all interviewees refer to the individuals and small
groups who ultimately receive the money as the borrower.
Throughout the paper, we use the term borrower emically,
in the same way as the interviewees. Notably, it is common
practice for many international lending partners to fund
borrowers before they actually have money in hand from
Kiva; as a result, fairness efforts on the Kiva platform are
more likely to directly affect subsequent borrowers and the
stakeholder class of borrowers, more generally, rather than
the specific borrower whose loan opportunity is posted in
the online marketplace.

• The Organization (i.e., Kiva), which has an interest in
keeping money flowing through their online marketplace by
helping lenders find borrowers to whom they want to lend.

Information about loan opportunities are listed on Kiva’s site,
typically for thirty days or until the loan request is fully funded.
Loan opportunities are categorized on Kiva.org by their impact area
(e.g., Agriculture or Health) and by geographical region. Each indi-
vidual loan page includes information about the borrower (a photo
and a story the borrower writes about themselves); information
about any local organization assisting the borrower (their financial
track-record in assisting borrowers with repayment); information
about the loan (a brief description of its purpose, the total loan
amount, the amount already funded, the loan’s expiration date,
the length of the loan, and its repayment schedule); as well as the
names of other lenders.

Fairness requirements at Kiva are driven by an internal motiva-
tion rooted in the organization’s philanthropicmission of improving
global financial inclusion, rather than by external demands, such
as regulatory requirements that might be found in other financial
services institutions. Kiva’s recommendation ecosystem, therefore,
is vital to the success of its equity-promoting efforts. Kiva recom-
mends loan opportunities in a variety of ways. While not all of these
systems for loan promotion use machine learning, we consider all
forms of loan promotion as part of the recommendation ecosys-
tem as it is both plausible and intended that recommender systems
will be used more widely in the future. Loans are recommended
to users in many ways, including (1) targeted email advertising
(particularly to recommend loan opportunities when lenders have
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been repaid and can lend again to a new borrower); (2) faceted
search; and (3) a personalized loan discovery page with themed
horizontal carousels, typically of 10-12 loans each. Carousel themes
include “Recommended for [user]”, “Loans for [particular purpose
or sector]”, “Trending now”, etc. . . . The specific carousels and their
ordering are chosen (dynamically but globally) by a machine learn-
ing system (see [16]). As of this writing, most of the carousels use a
personalized ordering that is curated from a content-based recom-
mendation algorithm based on the user’s lending history. There are
also several “auto-lending” features by which users can set prefer-
ences around their lending and have Kiva automatically fund new
loans on their behalf (e.g., when repaid funds are available or via a
monthly subscription service).

Since the ongoing pursuit of fairness is “baked in” to Kiva’s
mission andwork practices, it is a particularly compelling case study
for the exploration of recommendation fairness. In addition, as a
hybrid organization, embodying the characteristics of a nonprofit
along with the characteristics of a financial services institution,
research with Kiva is well-situated to have a broader and more
transferable impact across genres of institutions and sectors.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Four Classes of Fairness
Four western ethical theories have dominated ML fairness scholar-
ship, resulting in four classes of fairness: contract-based, consequence-
based, character-based, and duty-based.

Consequence-based fairness has roots in Jeremy Bentham’s
theory of Act Utilitarianism, and posits that “an act is right if and
only if it results in at least as much overall well-being as any act
the agent could have performed” [22]. For an act utilitarian sys-
tem, optimizing fairness is synonymous with maximizing positive
outcomes and minimizing negative outcomes. This operational-
ization of fairness is common in computer science research, as it
offers two relatively straightforward methods for measuring and
optimizing fairness: (1) select a proxy for “positive outcome” and
tune the system to maximize that metric; or (2) select a proxy for
“negative outcome” and tune the system to minimize that metric
(e.g., [36]). However, optimizing an ML system for act utilitarianism
might maximize benefits for all users in aggregate, while failing to
maximize benefits for subgroups of users that fall within protected
demographic categories such as race or gender. An example of this
issue is the design of facial recognition technologies that did not
correctly identify racial minorities [13].

Contract-based fairness is rooted in Social Contract Theory [41],
which involves defining an ideal social contract and abiding by its
rules. One interpretation of contract-based fairness is Rawls’ the-
ory of Distributive Justice [28], which seeks to equally distribute
resources within a society. One way to advance distributive justice
is through Equality of Opportunity [5], which requires that everyone
has a fair chance to receive benefits. Equality of opportunity has
an extensive history in financial regulation [6], as there are global,
systemic inequalities among opportunities to obtain wealth [54].
One way that inequality of opportunity arises in recommendation
is through popularity bias, when recommendation algorithms exac-
erbate the difference in exposure between items at different levels of
popularity, also known as the long-tail effect. There is a substantial

research literature that seeks to mitigate the effects of popularity
bias in recommender systems (see e.g., [2, 19, 50, 66–68]), including
in Kiva’s recommendation system [16].

Character-based fairness is rooted in Aristotle’s theory of
Virtue Ethics [34]. Virtue ethics holds that decisions or outcomes
should be based on a person’s character rather than their actions.
However, in recommendation, users’ actions are often used as prox-
ies for one’s “character,” (e.g., when a users’ interests and person-
ality are inferred from their engagement [62]). One example of
character-based fairness in recommender systems is the design of
trust-based recommender systems, which serve recommendations
from individuals that users have chosen to trust, in contrast with
collaborative recommendation in which the peers influencing the
recommendation are unknown [44, 64].

Duty-based fairness is rooted in Kant’s theory of Deontol-
ogy [40]. Achieving fairness through deontological principlesmeans
consistently following a set of rules. Optimizing for deontological
fairness in a machine learning system requires selecting a set of
rules (e.g., model or algorithm heuristics) and then consistently
following those rules. Ferraro et al. [26] provide an example of
duty-based fairness as it relates to music recommendation on Spo-
tify. One of their proposed platform “duties” is a promise to mu-
sicians (item providers) that less popular or new artists will be
recommended at a fair rate in comparison to more popular artists.
We note that duty-based fairness is more of a “meta” fairness logic,
and is analytically squirrelier, because any one set of rules could
align or conflict with any of the other given logics, and there is
no specific delineation of what these rules “should” be in practice.
Although the concept of duty is more related to moral decision
making and less related to fairness explicitly, this notion of what is
the “right” thing to do, or the “correct” rules to follow eventually
do relate to fairness logics and decision-making processes.

The four classes of fairness characterized above represent aWest-
ern, colonial bias within ML scholarship [70]. Other understandings
of fairness exist (e.g., Ubuntu fairness [30]), and while these other
understandings of fairness were not expressed by the interviewees
in this study, we hope that researchers will continue to explore a
rich diversity of understandings of fairness, particularly through
partnerships with non-Western organizations [18].

2.2 Institutional Logics
Scholars in organizational studies widely concur that broader belief
systems shape the way that stakeholders operate and make deci-
sions within organizations; these values-driven organizing princi-
ples and patterns of practices are referred to as institutional log-
ics [63]. For example, the classes of fairness derived from the re-
search literature serve as institutional logics of fairness when they
serve as organizing principles for how individuals enact fairness.
Numerous studies have characterized the ways in which multiple
institutional logics co-occur within organizations—often in com-
petition and contestation with each other (e.g., [8, 29, 49, 52]). In
the nonprofit context, for example, organizations are commonly
required to negotiate the competing institutional logics that are
part and parcel of being a mission-driven organization (e.g., pri-
oritizing services to clients) and logics that are derived from their
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often-public sector funders (e.g., fiscal efficiency and accountabil-
ity) [10, 24, 47]. As both a nonprofit organization and a financial
institution responsible for managing individuals’ investments, Kiva
sits squarely at the boundaries of multiple institutional traditions
with distinct institutional logics. As such, we expect that multiple
logics within this organization will manifest in different under-
standings of how to enact key values such as fairness.

Connecting this body of research to the domain of computing,
Voida et al. [65] further found that technologies also embody insti-
tutional logics in the ways they instantiate particular values. Even
when organizational stakeholders agree on the importance of a par-
ticular value (such as fairness), that value may not be operational-
ized in technology in a way that is harmonious with stakeholders’
various assumptions about and orientations towards how to put
those values into practice. Such a mismatch creates tensions in
practice that can create significant challenges for organizations and
the clients they serve. This research, then, suggests that fairness-
aware recommendation systems will need to be able to harmonize
across multiple, potentially-conflicting logics about how the value
of fairness should be operationalized.

2.3 The Multiplicity of Co-Occurring Logics
Research has shown that not everyone thinks of fairness in a similar
way [48, 57]. And our literature review has identified at least four
different and legitimate logics of fairness (see section 2.1). None
of these fairness logics, then, are necessarily either right or wrong.
Indeed, in nearly any context, the co-occurrence of multiple fairness
logics is likely the norm and not the exception.

And yet, there has been relatively little recognition of the mul-
tiplicity of fairness logics in the ML literature [58]. Most existing
research considers the differential impact of a system across only a
single protected demographic class (e.g., race or gender). Even in
cases where the impact of a system on multiple or intersectional
groups is considered (e.g., [32, 37, 69]), the same concept of fair-
ness is applied across all users, a decision that is at times justified
through the application of Aristotle’s concept of Justice as Con-
sistency [55], which requires that similar individuals are treated
similarly [21].

In contrast to the abundance of ML research that designs fair-
ness interventions for only one class of stakeholders or applies
only one concept of fairness, a subset of ML research has explicitly
noted the benefits of combining multiple fairness definitions [9].
In particular, multistakeholder recommendation system research
has acknowledged and embraced the multiplicity of stakeholders
and fairness concerns that often arise among different groups of
stakeholders [1, 14]. This research has explored tradeoffs between
consumer (the users who receive recommendations) fairness [23]
and provider (those providing the items to be recommended) fair-
ness [60].

3 METHODS
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 23 employees of
Kiva’s microlending platform. We transcribed interviews and an-
alyzed the transcripts using thematic analysis [11], resulting in
a framework of fairness logics and characterizations of tensions
among those logics.

3.1 Interviewees
We recruited 23 Kiva employees, each with a job role that has an in-
vestment in the recommendations of loans posted on Kiva’s website.
The interviewees work from five countries across three continents.
They work for nine different teams within Kiva. We recruited our
initial interviewees based on the advice of and introductions from
the fourth author, who is Head of Data Science at Kiva. We recruited
subsequent interviewees through snowball sampling. Due to the
relatively small size of some of the teams at Kiva and the number
of uniquely identifiable job roles, we are only able to characterize
our interviewees in aggregate in order to support their anonymity.
In what follows, we refer to our interviewees numerically as P1
through P23. Transcripts from P6 and P10 are not included in this
analysis as they were pilot interviews for a future study with a Kiva
lender and with an employee of one of Kiva’s lending partners.

3.2 Data Collection
The third and last authors conducted semi-structured interviews
with all interviewees. We tailored interview questions to each in-
dividual and their specific role at Kiva, with a focus on the fol-
lowing themes: their role at Kiva; how they apply the value of
fairness in their work; challenges they experience when applying
the value of fairness in their work; and how they interact with
different technologies at Kiva. We conducted and audio-recorded
interviews via Zoom video conferencing. Following each interview,
the third author cleaned the transcripts that were generated by
Zoom, anonymized them, and posted them to Google Drive for col-
laborative analysis by the research team. We continued recruiting
interviewees until we had interviewed at least one individual in
each team that interfaces with loan recommendations and multi-
ple people within the larger teams at Kiva (to ensure breadth in
our sample) and then continued recruiting until we had achieved
theoretical saturation [12, 53].

3.3 Data Analysis
We conducted collaborative data analysis via the best practices
of thematic analysis [11]. Following each interview, the third au-
thor drafted a memo capturing initial impressions of the interview,
salient themes, and resonances with other interviews. After all in-
terviews were completed, the first, second, and third authors began
conducting open coding on interview transcripts; a generative pro-
cess inwhich two authors independently tagged low-level themes in
the transcript. The first round of open coding resulted in categories
that included different definitions of fairness (e.g., fairness is defined
as maximizing impact for borrowers), different ways that fairness
was operationalized through work (e.g., determining impact scores,
auditing for fairness concerns), and different fairness heuristics that
focused on considerations for different groups of stakeholders (e.g.,
prioritizing risk over impact, educating lenders or borrowers). We
then turned to explore the relationships among codes. In our next
round of coding, we attempted to organize our data by stakeholder,
building on related research [42] that has successfully used multi-
stakeholder analysis to understand co-occurring fairness concerns.
This round of coding ultimately felt insufficient in organizing the
data as the relationship among stakeholders and fairness concerns
was neither one-to-one nor clear cut.
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In our second iteration, we switched to organizing our data
by the underlying logic of the fairness consideration. This phase
of analysis occurred in parallel with a substantive analysis of the
fairness research literature to identify which fairness constructs and
preexisting logics were most related to interviewees’ descriptions
of fairness at Kiva. The results of this coding phase were also used
to organize the literature review for this paper. Our next round of
coding, then, switched to being more deductive, using the classes of
fairness from the literature review to organize the data. The results
of this analysis are presented in section 4. Following this analysis,
key excerpts of interviews remained that did not fit neatly into any
one class of fairness. Instead, they hinged on conflicts between or
intersections among classes of fairness. Our final analytic phase,
then, focused on classifying the remaining excerpts in terms of these
intersections. The tensions that result from these intersections are
reported in section 5.

Positionality Statement. All authors live in the United States,
and we recognize that our familiarity with Western constructs of
fairness and our partnership with a nonprofit organization that is
headquartered in the United States likely influenced our analysis
and, together, reinforced the prominence of Western fairness logics
in this research.

4 RESULTS: THE FOUR FAIRNESS LOGICS
ENACTED ACROSS KIVA
What does it mean to be fair? (P21).

Kiva’s mission to improve global financial inclusion is, in part,
motivated by global, systemic biases that create financial inequity,
most often disproportionately for women and girls. The organiza-
tion seeks to address this inequity by providing capital to women
and other underfinanced populations (e.g., historically 80% of Kiva
loans have gone to women). Interviewees’ diverse accounts of how
they enacted fairness in their work aligned with the four classes of
fairness outlined in section 2.1: consequence-based, contract-based,
character-based, and duty-based. In what follows, we characterize
each class of fairness as it is enacted by Kiva employees—each logic
of fairness serving as an organizing principle that shapes individual
action and decision making. We note that these interviewees speak
from the perspective of their individual experiences and roles at
Kiva; they do not speak on behalf of the organization, itself. In what
follows, then, we characterize each of these fairness logics from the
perspectives of our interviewees.

4.1 Consequence-Based Fairness Logic
Considerations of consequence-based fairness focus on achieving
the best outcome, which can be accomplished in two ways: (1) by
maximizing benefit (e.g., by funding a greater number of high im-
pact loans); or (2) byminimizing cost (e.g., by funding a greater num-
ber of low-risk loans). In general, consequence-based fairness logics
consider stakeholders such as borrowers and lending partners—
when maximizing benefit is equivalent to recommending more
high-impact loans over low-impact loans; lenders—when minimiz-
ing cost is equivalent to recommending more low-risk loans; and
the organization—when both maximizing impact and minimizing
risk allows for more flow of capital, which enables the sustainability
and growth of the organization’s mission.

4.1.1 Benefit-Based Fairness Logic. The first sublogic of consequence-
based fairness is benefit-based fairness, where the underlying goal
is to maximize benefit.

Maximizing Benefit By Increasing Impact. Interviewees use
the word “impact” to describe how a loan might positively change a
borrower’s life. In our analysis, we use the word impact and benefit
synonymously; while “impact” is used more often by interviewees,
“benefit” is the language typically used in fairness literature. P2
noted that Kiva has created an “impact scorecard,” which uses a set
of metrics (e.g., the type of loan, the poverty index of the country,
and the lending partner’s historical impact) to determine a loan’s
likely impact. P5 mentioned that one of Kiva’s goals is to increase
funding for the most impactful loans; however, relying solely on
an impact score might also be unfair in its own way:

You have to choose one loan that’s the most impactful
compared to all other loans and it’s really hard to do
that because everybody needs help to some degree (P5).

Another way to increase impact is to increase funds flowing
through Kiva to their borrowers: “we obviously want as much money
to go to these borrowers as possible” (P8). The implication here is
that in order to maximize benefit, Kiva should recommend loans
that lenders are most likely to fund over loans that are less likely
to get funded.

Maximizing Benefit Through Purchasing Power. Another
method for maximizing benefit is to recommend loans from coun-
tries where the value of the dollar is worth more. P4 suggested
that some lenders prefer funding loans from low-income countries,
believing that the money will go farther and have a greater impact:
“there is a perception that the $25 that you lend can go further for
someone in another country which isn’t wrong, but it’s different” (P4).
P5 elaborated that the mentality of “why [does Kiva give loans to
individuals] in the United States if you can reach 50 more people in
Africa for the average cost of the loan” (P5) can bias investment
towards low-income countries to increase the number of people
served. P16 reaffirmed that people in high-income countries such
as the United States also have issues with equality of opportunity:
“[there are] plenty of people in the US who also don’t have equal op-
portunity” (P16) and worried that lenders’ preferences to maximize
purchasing power by lending outside of the US could limit the
chances of underserved people in high-income countries.

4.1.2 Cost-Based Fairness Logic. A cost-based fairness logic strives
to minimize the negative impacts of the lending process (e.g., if a
borrower does not receive a loan). Most of the loans that are posted
on Kiva’s online marketplace have already been funded through
Kiva’s lending partners. Interviewees noted that lending partners
depend on being recapitalized through Kiva’s marketplace; if they
are not, it will impact their ability to make future loans. While
this will not affect the borrowers already featured on the platform
(as they are already funded), it could affect the partner’s decisions
about which borrowers to finance with future loans.

Minimizing Cost By Minimizing Risk. Interviewees most
commonly suggestedminimizing cost by reducing risks for lenders—
recommending less risky loans. P8 explained that if new lenders
are repaid, they will know that they “did good” because “... [the
borrowers] were able to repay you” (P8). P3 added that recommending
low-risk loans will not only keep lenders coming back to the site
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but will also help mobilize more capital for lending, generally—if
a lender is paid back, they are more likely to reinvest that money
in additional loans and the same dollar becomes a force multiplier
for good. However, sometimes global and local issues can affect
a lending partner’s ability to repay a loan. P8 worried that over-
focusing on risk and repayment rates might potentially lead to
lower funding for borrowers living in countries that have volatile
commodity markets. This interviewee added that focusing only on
repayment capabilities might also only help the lending partners
who are charging high-interest rates (which can hurt vulnerable
borrowers). As a result, and in contrast to a cost-based fairness
logic, P8 felt that it is okay to “sacrifice a bit of your risk aversion
for the sake of being more impactful” (P8).

4.2 Contract-Based Fairness Logic
When interviewees’ fairness logics aligned with contract-based
fairness, it was always focused on enabling equality of opportunity—
and nearly always for borrowers. Contract-based fairness aligns
with Kiva’s mission to improve global financial inclusion.

The mission is to make sure those who are most finan-
cially excluded are the ones getting funded [...] Now,
something that would be in line with our mission would
be making sure those applicants are the first ones seen
on the site as far as US loans go (P19).

P2 described this concept as “filling the gaps” in funding: “it’s
not just that Kiva has less investments, it’s that there are less in-
vestments in that country so that’s where I want to focus. So for me,
it’s all about the gaps, where are the gaps in funding” (P2). Several
interviewees noted specific interventions to address these gaps,
including recommending loans for women and borrowers from
low-income countries (P1, P2, P3, P4, P9, P12, P13, P22). P11 also
mentioned interventions that are aimed at increasing inclusivity
among borrowers—for example, providing translation services to
non-English speaking borrowers and technical support for elderly
borrowers.

However, enacting contract-based fairness is not as straightfor-
ward as it may seem. Despite being historically underfunded, on
Kiva, female borrowers tend to be much more likely to receive
funding when compared to their male counterparts (P3, P9, and
P12). Similarly, P4 mentioned that small business owners in the
US are also systematically underfunded in the online marketplace,
raising the question of whether contract-based fairness applies to
equal opportunity globally, or only within the context of Kiva’s
marketplace.

4.3 Character-Based Fairness Logic
Considerations of character-based fairness most typically explore
the decision-making process that lenders go through when deciding
who is “worthy” of a loan. Interviewees nearly exclusively discussed
this logic while reflecting on the user experience of lenders and the
ways in which borrowers are represented in the online marketplace.
Interviewees believed that different lenders were more or less com-
fortable applying a character-based fairness logic and serving as
an “arbiter” of which borrowers might be most “worthy:”

There are some lenders who don’t like choosing [which
loans to fund], because they don’t believe in themselves

as an arbiter of who deserves. And there are other lenders
who very comfortably sit in this place of evaluating who
deserves a loan and who doesn’t. . . . We see both of those
mindsets play out in some of these situations where
loan worthiness is considered more visible or obvious in
certain contexts (P23).

P16 suggested that lenders on Kiva who have more microlending
experience tend to prefer to make decisions about who to fund:
“There are some lenders who really care about microfinance and they
came to Kiva ten years ago when microfinance was at its peak and
they have specific ideas of what type of loan they’re looking for” (P16).
However, P16 also shared that other lenders likely felt “paralyzed
by the choice” when deciding who to fund; that they were not
comfortable “choos[ing] between two faces who [both] need help, and
that doesn’t feel good” (P16). Similarly, P1 shared that they know
“friends and folks who’ve started using Kiva. . . [and] they struggle
with selecting [a borrower] because they feel like they don’t have
enough criteria to pick like who’s worthy” (P1).

Given interviewees’ inferences about lenders’ comfort levels
with a character-based fairness logic, many reflected on how to
best support all lenders in a single online marketplace. If lenders
want to make a decision about what borrower to fund using a
character-based fairness logic, then Kiva might offer more infor-
mation to support that decision making—but what information?
While the microfinance enthusiasts mentioned earlier tend to want
to see lending partners’ risk scores, many lenders rely on visual
information, especially the photo of the borrower [4, 35]. While P3
explained that the borrower’s photo is an important UX component
(though not used algorithmically in any way to promote loans),
it is also a place where discrimination and bias are very likely to
enter the decision-making process: “The best content really is the
best pictures on our website, . . . [but] what if [the borrower] didn’t
feel like smiling that day, what if culturally they’re just less likely to
smile in a picture, these are all problems. . . that I can’t solve” (P3).

For lenders who felt “uneasy” (P11) making decisions about who
to fund (i.e., using a character-based fairness logic), interviewees
mentioned the design of auto-lending features that would allow
lenders to assign Kiva as a proxy for the decision. Interviewees also
mentioned that minimizing the amount of information presented
about borrowers might also help these lenders, for example:

A lot of lenders, probably a majority of lenders, do not
care how we’re doing this thing. They want to come to
the website, find somebody whose story appeals to them,
do a nice thing, and like move on with their day. They
don’t want to know the risk rating. . . they maybe don’t
even care what country, they just don’t want all this
information (P3).

4.4 Duty-Based Fairness Logic
Interviewees’ considerations of duty-based fairness align with the
rules, duties, responsibilities, and accountability that Kiva has to-
wards its various stakeholders. We recognize that duty-based fair-
ness is more of a “meta” logic in that any rules that are chosen
could overlap or conflict with any other fairness logic. However,
this high-level process of deciding what an organization’s values
and duties are, and which rules they should follow to align with
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these values is an important part of enacting fairness at Kiva. We
explore this complexity throughout this section.

P25 shared that “one of our key core Kiva values is honor and in-
tegrity,” which, for them, meant that Kiva has a duty to “do the most
right thing in the most right way” (P25). But “doing the right thing”
means different things for Kiva’s many different stakeholders:

So our algorithm is like determining whether or not
people get air time, which, in a high supply environ-
ment where there are more loans than dollars, which
is what we want. . . we want to maintain just a little
more [loans] than we can fund. . . . We’re responsible
for who gets funded and who doesn’t. We’re creating
the environment in which that happens, and there have
been at different times like sort of like free market-y
ideas at Kiva like “it’s a marketplace, some stuff gets
funded, some doesn’t, it’s not our fault,” which is — it’s
completely not true. Like we’re curating it to a huge
extent, like the number of people involved, the number
of rules, systems, processes involved in getting a loan
onto the website is super high and the algorithm that
presents them to lenders we made so while, yes, it’s a
marketplace and stuff, we are responsible for proper
rulemaking (P3).

Different interviewees also prioritized different fairness logics
when doing the “right thing.” For P1, for example, doing the “right
thing” meant maximizing contract-based fairness:

If there’s a way in which our machine is further perpetu-
ating systemic racism or lack of access for certain people
based on where they live or how they look or whatever,
like those are things that we want to be aware of (P1).

For P2, doing the “right thing” meant protecting lenders’ money,
which meant maximizing cost-based fairness:

Their focus is protecting lender money and protecting
our repayment rate. . . trying to ensure that our lenders
will get their money back, and that our repayment rate
stays high and we’re not losing too much money (P2).

These two operationalizations of duty—while both important
and potentially complementary—define a tension or tradeoff in
system design, a theme that we turn to next.

5 RESULTS: TENSIONS BETWEEN FAIRNESS
LOGICS

When multiple fairness logics co-exist, interviewees often noted
tradeoffs or tensions between the logics and between the decisions
that would result. P19 characterized these tensions as a “tough
philosophical question” :

Then comes the question of like, is [intervening on loans]
being equitable, and giving people like more opportu-
nity who we feel are deserving of it? Or is that us kind
of like playing God and not allowing the market to de-
termine whether or not people should get funded like I
don’t know the answer to that question. That’s a tough
philosophical question (P19).

More specifically, in this section we identify three key tensions
between fairness logics, as visualized in Figure 11.

5.1 Tensions Between Benefit-Based and
Cost-Based Fairness Logics

The first tension occurs within the consequence-based logic, when a
choice may be necessary between maximizing benefit (maximizing
impact) andminimizing cost (minimizing risk). Several interviewees
explained how, working from a consequence-based fairness logic,
it might not be possible to achieve both of these goals at once.

Interviewees reported that Kiva has conducted internal research
to better understand which kinds of loans have the highest impact
on individuals and their communities. One thing that they learned
is that many high-impact loans might also be high-risk, because
“moving [borrowers] out of financially vulnerable to financially stable”
(P12) sometimes requires lending to borrowers who are at a higher
risk of not being able to pay the lender back.

However, prioritizing high-risk loans could reduce the flow of
money through the online marketplace; if these higher-risk loans
are not repaid, there will be less money for lenders to re-loan to
other borrowers. Thus, a tension is created: if Kiva prioritizes max-
imizing impact, borrowers will benefit but lenders might not get
repaid; if Kiva prioritizes minimizing risk, lenders will benefit, but
certain borrowers might be systematically underserved—which is
against Kiva’s mission. Designing for consequence-based fairness,
then, requires choosing how to balance these two fairness logics.

One interviewee felt that both of these goals (maximizing benefit
and minimizing cost) could be accomplished simultaneously, but
leaning on a very different operationalization of impact:

There is this perception, I think a lot of the time, that
risk and impact are kind of opposite sides of the spec-
trum. You can either be impactful or you can be low
risk. I think that’s a fallacy. I think they’re kind of two
parallel spectrums, spectra. Where you know you can
be impactful, and you can be low risk at the same time
(P8).

P8 gave as an example that if a lender were to lend $25 to a low-
risk loan, then they are more likely to get paid back, and can conse-
quently lend that same $25 to more loans in the future—maximizing
their overall impact while also minimizing their risk (P8). In this
scenario, benefit-based and cost-based fairness logics complement
rather than conflict with one another.

5.2 Tensions Between Contract-Based and
Character-Based Fairness Logics

The second tension occurs between contract-based fairness and
character-based fairness, when prioritizing equality of opportunity
might conflict with the funding preferences of lenders. Intervie-
wees described the challenges of improving equality of opportunity
(contract-based fairness) while also attending to lenders who have
their own preferences about who to fund or preconceptions about

1Note that duty-based fairness is excluded from the left side of Figure 1 because
interviewees were not in consensus about how to prioritize Kiva’s duties in enacting
fairness. Depending on which duties interviewees’ emphasized, a duty-based logic
could either conflict or complement the others.
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Figure 1: Left: key tensions between fairness logics. Right: the four logics and stakeholders that are prioritized by each.

what kind of borrower should be funded (character-based fairness).
As P1 summarized:

[Fairness interventions] wouldn’t be necessary if we
didn’t have some people who were deemed more worthy
than others, and. . . those concepts do come from lenders
(P1).

And P4 worried about relying solely on lenders to determine
who is worthy of funding: “The average person doesn’t understand
the impact of one specific loan” (P4).

Numerous interviewees provided examples of how lenders’ pref-
erences have manifested in lending biases across different classes
of Kiva borrowers:

• Types of businesses: P16, for example, has “heard [lenders]
say like ‘I’m not going to lend to a beauty salon because that
doesn’t feel important to me.”’ (P16). But making value judge-
ments about what types of businesses are “worthy” or not
imposes Western biases on borrowers. P21 provides the ex-
ample of lenders not feeling comfortable lending to borrow-
ers whose businesses would be illegal in the United States:
“if it’s not illegal in the country of origin and it’s not illegal due
to international considerations, then what are our rights, from
our point of view, to prohibit that type of lending” (P21).

• Gender:Many lenders prefer to fund borrowers who identify
as female, systematically underfunding men on Kiva. P12
points out that in certain countries, men may actually need
to be funded more than women, since they may be the only
household member who provides finances for their family
because “gender roles are very different in different countries
around the world” (P12).

• Geographic regions: P9 noted that lenders also show re-
gional preferences, for example “Eastern Europe or certain
parts of Asia” do not fund as quickly as lending partners in
Africa.

Each of these lender preferences creates a tension with ensur-
ing equality of economic opportunity for Kiva’s borrowers. P22

additionally worried that relying on lenders’ preferences could un-
intentionally amplify lending biases on the online marketplace and
result in underserved (long-tail) groups of borrowers:

I think it’s not all bad, but it is a cycle that we want to
try to not perpetuate too deeply (P22).

And yet, pushing back on lender preferences toomuchmight also
have an adverse effect on equality of opportunity. As P11 explained,
“I think we found limits and how much we can like push things on
people” (P11). If lenders feel pushed too far and leave the platform,
then equality of opportunity cannot be achieved, since there would
be no funds left to give to borrowers.

5.3 Tensions Between Contract-Based and
Consequence-Based Fairness Logics

The third key tension occurs between contract-based fairness and
consequence-based fairness, when prioritizing equality of opportu-
nity might be at odds with keeping enough money flowing through
its online marketplace to keep the nonprofit afloat, pay back its
lenders, and pay out to its borrowers and lending partners. P3, P11,
and P25 all noted that these pragmatic needs of the organization
(consequence-based fairness) all have to co-exist alongside Kiva’s
mission of increasing financial inclusion (contract-based fairness).
Since a contract-based fairness logic prioritizes the “underdog,” em-
phasizing this logic might, for example, entail nudging lenders
toward higher risk loans than they might otherwise be drawn to-
wards. P15 believed that it is risky to try to change lenders’ behav-
iors in this way because you might be “turning people off” (P15)
from lending, and doing so would conflict with the organizational
need to keep money flowing through the online marketplace. P3
also worried that if lenders are pushed to fund high-risk loans but
are not repaid, they might feel “betrayed or misled,” regardless of
whether they were lending to a higher-risk borrower for the sake
of improving financial equity.
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So while working from a consequence-based fairness logic might
be best suited to sustaining the organization, it might also repro-
duce financial inequality—which works against Kiva’s mission. On
the other hand, working from a contract-based fairness logic might
place Kiva in a position where there are fewer lenders and less
funding overall, putting the organization at risk. Balancing these
tensions is a critical challenge for the design of microlending rec-
ommendation, which we discuss in the next section.

6 DISCUSSION: DESIGN CASES REFLECTING
TRADEOFFS, OPPORTUNITIES, AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR STAKEHOLDERS

In this research, we have applied logics of fairness as an analytic
lens to understand multiple, co-existing fairness considerations. We
have characterized four different fairness logics and identified three
key tensions that arise at intersections between them. These inter-
sections between logics also represent sites of key design tradeoffs
and opportunities to design for multiple co-occurring logics. In
this discussion, we explore some of these design opportunities and
design tradeoffs. Of particular importance here is the task of under-
standing how tradeoffs in design impact different stakeholders of
Kiva’s recommendation ecosystem.

Different fairness logics prioritize different classes of stakehold-
ers, as shown in Figure 1. Organizing decision making from a
contract-based fairness logic centered around Kiva’s mission of
financial inclusion prioritizes borrowers. Organizing decision mak-
ing from a character-based fairness logic privileges lenders’ pref-
erences for lending and their perceptions about what classes of
borrowers and loans are “worthy” to be funded. Organizing deci-
sion making from a duty-based logic impacts both lenders and bor-
rowers/lending partners, as Kiva has a responsibility to all of these
stakeholders. And organizing decision making from a consequence-
based fairness logic prioritizes minimizing risks to increase the flow
of capital through the online marketplace, benefiting the organiza-
tion and the lender; it can also benefit borrowers if the emphasis
is on maximizing impact; or all of these stakeholders if the loans
maximize impact and minimize risk simultaneously.

In what follows, we explore two design cases, where tradeoffs
exist between fairness logics and where opportunities for innova-
tion can cater to multiple fairness logics at once. Many of these
design options already exist—in varied combinations—across Kiva’s
online marketplace; here we detail them discretely in order to make
explicit their relationships with fairness logics.

6.0.1 The Presentation of Loans. One tradeoff mentioned in
section 4 relates to what kinds of information Kiva might provide to
lenders in the presentation of loan opportunities, their borrowers,
and lending partners. As previously mentioned, Kiva already pro-
vides a wide range of information about each loan on the platform,
including:

• Basic information about the loan (e.g., total amount, expira-
tion date, and what the loan will be used for);

• Qualitative and visual information about the borrower (e.g.,
a photo, their personal story); this design enacts a character-
based logic; and

• Quantitative information about the borrower and their lend-
ing partner, including repayment rates, risk and impact scores;
this design enacts a consequence-based logic.

Providing information like impact and risk scores can be help-
ful for certain lenders—those motivated by a consequence-based
fairness logic—but can also perpetuate biases against lower-impact
loans or higher-risk borrowers/lending partners, which undermines
the contract-based fairness logic. Providing information about a
borrower’s personal life, such as if they are a parent, might help
some borrowers and hurt others, leaving this design option open to
introducing new biases for those working from a character-based
fairness logic. One could combine multiple forms of information in
the presentation of a loan in order to help organize decision mak-
ing from multiple fairness logics. One could also personalize the
genres of information on the presentation of loan page for different
lenders based on what fairness logics they are inferred to enact
when lending (i.e., engaging predominantly with information about
a borrower (enacting a character-based logic), engaging predomi-
nantly with data about the repayment rates of lenders (enacting a
consequence-based logic)).

Yet another design option would be to back away from interven-
tions at the level of the individual loan and provide more gener-
alizable information about thematic loan categories. Kiva already
provides options for lenders to filter loans categorically (e.g., “agri-
culture” or “education”). At this categorical level, one could present
information about the importance of lending to each of these cat-
egories. For example, P9 pointed out that borrowers from certain
regions could be systematically underfunded on Kiva. If a certain
loan category is found to be underfunded, one could design a the-
matic cover page for all loan opportunities within that theme, with
information about why this class of borrowers is important. This is
similar to the “Spotlighted by Kiva” carousel that is already avail-
able on the platform, which highlights loans that are likely to not
receive full funding. Another similar, yet alternative design could
involve allowing lenders to choose to place a loan in this category,
leaving the decision of what specific loan should be funded to Kiva
(for lenders who are not comfortable enacting a character-based
fairness logic) or providing additional context for lenders who want
to select their own loan opportunities. This design would enact a
combination of character-based, consequence-based, and contract-
based fairness logics.

6.0.2 The Loan Discovery Page. As described above, Kiva cur-
rently uses a loan discovery page to help lenders find loan opportu-
nities via a set of themed horizontal carousels, typically with 10–12
loans each. One set of design options revolves around choosing
themes for these carousels, for example:

• Loans from categories, geographic regions, or borrower de-
mographics that are the same as those the lender has lent
to previously; this theme enacts a character-based fairness
logic;

• Loans from categories, geographic regions, or borrower de-
mographics that are more likely to go un-funded, regardless
of lenders’ funding preferences; this theme enacts a contract-
based fairness logic; and

• Loanswith high impact scores; this theme enacts a consequence-
based fairness logic.
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While all of these carousels could easily be included on the loan
discovery page, the order in which carousels appear can also be an
object of design. Their ordering could prioritize different fairness
logics or could be personalized based on inferences about what
fairness logics the lender has enacted through their previous loans.

Another set of design options revolves around choosing the
subset of loan opportunities that are promoted on each carousel and
the order in which they are displayed—their ranking—for example:

• Ranking well-funded (“popular”) loans higher; this option
enacts a character-based fairness logic, though it tends to
reinforce lender biases;

• Ranking under-funded loans higher; this option enacts a
contract-based fairness logic and mitigates the ‘popularity
bias’ effect that can fall out of enacting a character-based
logic;

• Ranking high-risk loans (less likely to get repaid) higher;
this option also enacts a contract-based fairness logic but,
instead, rebalances against some of the effects that can fall
out of enacting a consequence-based logic; and

• Ranking low-risk loans (more likely to get repaid) higher;
this option enacts a consequence-based fairness logic.

However, as multiple interviewees in our study shared, if one
goes too far in “push[ing] things” (P11) on lenders, the sustainabil-
ity of the online marketplace is put at risk. As a result, one might
also want to explore ways of designing the loan discovery page—
both the carousels and the loan rankings within each carousel—to
prioritize multiple of these co-occurring fairness logics at once
and experiment with weighting them in different ways in different
contexts [45, 60]. Social choice theory, for example, has been suc-
cessfully used as a framework for algorithm design that combines
multiple fairness logics [15, 17, 59]. One might also personalize the
design approach by inferring which fairness logics lenders have
previously enacted in their lending decisions and weighting their
recommendations based on a similar balance of fairness logics (e.g.,
[25, 43, 45, 60]).

Finally, one might consider providing additional transparency
about the fairness logics enacted through design. Sonboli and Smith
et al. [61], for example, found that a ‘tool tip’ providing a fairness
explanation was received favorably by lenders, as it allows them
to have the option to act on explicit fairness considerations rather
than feeling nudged or manipulated into doing so. Selecting which
logics to prioritize in what contexts on Kiva’s online marketplace
and how to operationalize these logics is a compelling challenge
for future work.

7 LIMITATIONS & FUTUREWORK
Our research has a number of limitations. First, our interviewees
were all employees of Kiva. While their wide-ranging roles across
the organization enabled them to offer a diversity of insights into
organizational experiences and perspectives of fairness, they could
only provide anecdotal or subjective opinions about how fairness
considerations might impact lenders, borrowers, or lending part-
ners. Future research should explore fairness considerations of an
even broader sample of stakeholders.

In this research, we offer a case study of fairness considerations
in one exemplar organization that has been incredibly transparent

about its fairness mission and work in pursuit of fairness. Although
generalizability is not a benchmark for qualitative research, it is
appropriate to look to future research to ask how transferable the
findings of this study might be [56]—for example, whether some
of our findings might transfer to similar organizations from either
the financial or nonprofit sectors (near transfer) or whether some
of the findings might transfer to organizations that differ in more
substantive ways (far transfer). Studying the diversity of fairness
considerations in other cross-sector organizations would be a par-
ticularly compelling direction for future research and to assess the
far transferability of these findings.

Themethods that we introduce in this research—conducting semi-
structured interviews across a breadth of stakeholders within an
organization to understand how they enact key values in practice,
identifying the fairness logics that are revealed through those in-
terviews, and analyzing the tensions and trade-offs among fairness
logics—are a generalizable contribution that should be useful for
future researchers who seek to explore multistakeholder fairness
in practice. In general, we believe that fairness concerns in rec-
ommender systems will always be complex, multiple in kind, and
in tension with each other. Any organization seeking to enhance
fairness in their recommendation platform will need to conduct a
detailed study of how fairness is understood from the perspective
of multiple stakeholders. We have provided an example of such a
study here.

Finally, the qualitative research we have carried out here also
serves as a form of formative requirements gathering for recom-
mender system design. Future research will be needed to design
algorithms that can balance multiple co-occurring fairness consid-
erations (e.g., [17]) as well as to explore methods of transparency
with stakeholders about who is being prioritized in fairness-aware
recommendations.

8 CONCLUSION
In this research, we have explored the rich and diverse landscape of
fairness considerations related to recommending loans on Kiva.org.
Drawing from semi-structured interviews with 23 employees at
Kiva, we identified and characterized (a) four fairness logics that
are enacted through their work; and (b) three fairness tensions that
are situated at the intersections of these logics. We unpack how
each fairness logic prioritizes certain stakeholders over others and
explore several design cases in order to demonstrate how different
design decisions might differentially prioritize different logics or
stakeholders. We hope that this research provides methodological
inspiration for how others might explore the complex contexts of
fairness—exploring and modeling the multiple co-occurring logics
of fairness before metrics are decided upon or interventions are
designed.
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